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To: neil.jacobs@noaa.gov


Subject: Defending Trump


I'm sad that an agency I always highly respected is being run by a sick sycophant like your Julie character


who was trump's campaign worker and “had emergency management experience”. This is just absolutely


pathetic- I thought this agency was under scientific guidance not an increasingly dysfunctional man who is


losing touch with reality. You are the pathetic jerk who created that directive not to contradict trump and


are nothing but a sad wimp who also knows nothing about the weather, as like your dysfunctional boss. You


have proven that the agencies under your direction or guidance earn more authority and respect than your


pathetic office. Kick that joke of a character called “Julie” out as she is nothing but a political plant. You will


end up causing many unnecessary deaths on your watch if you continue with this tactic!


Sorry excuse for management. You need to do the right thing by the country and resign! You CANNOT


FUNCTION in your position with any authority any longer. You need to leave before the next extreme storm


incident!


I am only a concerned and proud citizen who once respected the authority and hard work of our scientific


weather community. You don't deserve to be included in their presence after what you've done. If your job


is so precious it's worth more than telling the truth then you deserve to be fired if not you should resign. I'm


sick of agency heads like you running this country like it's the mob- only waiting for the boss to intimidate


everyone into obedience!


You make me sick.


I hope you do what's right and get the heck out of MY country's business. You ruined your reputation and


tarnished your office. Those under you are the real stars.


Trump is a liar and a corrupt crook.


You know it.


S. Belcher


Dallas, Tx.


Sent from my iPhone
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